A Roadmap and Tools for Working Together

A

roadmap and decision support toolkit can help identify the most cost
effective and efficient strategies to guide our path forward.

The Rivanna River Basin Commission is developing the Rivanna Watershed Action Plan and Toolkit
for use by its member local governments, partners, stakeholders, and citizens to help inform and guide
Rivanna protection and restoration. The planning process will build on the information in this Snapshot
and provide a road map and tools for guiding our work in the Rivanna Watershed.

Working together, we can restore the Rivanna Watershed to support diverse habitats, provide the
ecological services we rely on, and provide waters that are fishable and swimmable for all our citizens.
RRBC thanks our partners for the collaborative support and information essential for completing
the 2012 Rivanna Watershed Snapshot.
RRBC Technical Advisory Committee
Collaborative support from Albemarle, Greene, and Fluvanna Counties and the City of Charlottesville
Culpeper Soil and Water Conservation District (www.culpeperswcd.org)
James River Association (www.jamesriverassociation.org)
Rivanna Conservation Society (www.rivannariver.org)
Rivanna Water and Sewer Authority (www.rivanna.org)
StreamWatch, Inc. (www.streamwatch.org)
Thomas Jefferson Soil and Water Conservation District (www.tjswcd.org)
Thomas Jefferson Planning District Commission (www.tjpdc.org)
The Nature Conservancy in Virginia (www.nature.org/virginia)
University of Virginia (www.ehs.virginia.edu/ehs)
Funding and technical assistance were provided by
National Fish and Wildlife Foundation’s Chesapeake Bay Stewardship Fund (www.nfwf.org/chesapeake)
Center for Watershed Protection, Inc. (www.cwp.org)

Preserving local farmlands can help protect water quality and maintain
the rural character we value in the Rivanna Watershed.
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The RRBC Technical Advisory Committee considers strategies informed
by credible science in order to make practical recommendations to the
Rivanna River Basin Commission. Photo/RRBC

Special Thanks

RBBC gives a special thanks to those individuals who contributed RRBC start-up funding, which has been
instrumental to the success of the early work of the Commission and for the completion of this project.
Photography: Bill Emory (www.billemory.com), David Harp (www.chesapeakephotos.com)
Cover photos: David Harp (left), Mary Porter (top right), RRBC (middle/bottom right)
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Graphic Design: Down to Earth Design (www.d2edesign.com)
Data sources, references, and methodology used for this Snapshot are in the 2012 Rivanna Watershed
Snapshot Technical Report available at www.rivannariverbasin.org.

The long view from Carter’s Mountain to the Blue Ridge Mountains
provides perspective and understanding of how the land has shaped
our communities. Photo/RRBC
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